The train velocity is difficult to determine when the velocity is measured only on the driven or braked locomotive wheelsets. In this case, the calculated train velocity is different from the actual train velocity due to slip velocity or skid velocity respectively. The train velocity is needed for a locomotive controller proper work. For this purpose, an adaptive filter that is tuned by a fuzzy logic is designed and described in the paper. The filter calculates the train longitudinal velocity based on locomotive wheelset velocity. The fuzzy logic is used for the tuning of the filter according to actual wheelset acceleration and wheelset jerk. The simulation results are based on real measured data on a freight train. The results show that the calculated velocity corresponds to the actual train velocity.
Introduction
Some types of train slip controllers or other controllers need to know the train velocity for its proper work. The train velocity is typically determined from the train wheelsets velocity. For the purpose, it is required to distinguish between driven or braked wheelsets and nondriven wheelsets. The actual train velocity could be determined from a non-driven wheelset only because the driven wheelset has higher circumference velocity than its longitudinal velocity and the braked wheelset has its circumference lower than longitudinal velocity. Every wheelset is braked, and every locomotive wheelset is driven when the train is hauled by a locomotive. Therefore, the velocity measured by locomotive wheelsets is different from the actual train velocity during locomotive haul or brake. The actual locomotive velocity could be measured only during train coasting.
Although it is not appropriate, the train velocity is typically determined from the wheelset shafts velocity that is measured by incremental encoders that are placed on wheelsets shaft or the motors shafts. For this purpose, it is no difference between positions of incremental encoder because the motor shaft and wheelset are connected by the transmission with fixed gear ratio. The difference between the wheel circumference velocity and its longitudinal velocity is caused by a phenomenon called a slip velocity in traction or skid velocity in braking. The value of the slip velocity could be up to 2 km/h under normal operation conditions [1] , but in some undesirable cases, the velocity could be more times higher. The value of the slip velocity depends on the applied force between wheels and rails and a slip characteristic shape. The shape of the characteristic depends on a rail condition, temperature and wheelset velocity. The characteristic is nonlinear and has a maximal value. When the characteristic maximal value is overstepped the slip velocity can rapidly increase, and the determined train velocity is distorted.
To eliminate the high value of the slip or skid velocity, the slip controllers are used, and they are described in the literature for trains [2] , [3] and automotive [4] . The train longitudinal velocity is typically derived from the locomotive driven wheelsets velocity, or when it is possible by velocity measuring on a non-driven wheelset. Sometimes are used Doppler radars or GPS devices.
There is the estimated difference between velocity measured on driven wheelsets and the actual Strain velocity in the paper. A mathematical description of a nonlinear adaptive filter is presented, and fuzzy logic is described, too. Calculated wheelset acceleration and wheelset jerk are inputs to the fuzzy logic control part. Finally, the simulation results are presented. The simulation input data are based on measurement from real electric locomotive with a freight train. The results are focused on cases when a high value of the slip velocity occurs.
Method

Wheel velocity and train velocity
The most common way to determine train velocity is to calculate the velocity from the measured wheelsets velocity. When the wheel is driven, or braked there is a difference between the train velocity and a wheel circumference velocity. The difference is called a slip velocity or skid velocity respectively. The slip velocity is defined as where v S is the slip velocity, v C is the wheel circumference velocity, and v L is the longitudinal wheel velocity.
The relations between the driven wheel longitudinal velocity and the wheel circumference velocity are shown in Fig. 1 . A tractive effort F and normal force F N is applied on the wheel.
The train longitudinal velocity could be determined by several ways. The common way is to estimate the velocity from wheelset velocity by some averaging or using a velocity of the slowest wheelset as a train velocity, but this way does not ensure determination of the train actual velocity. The methods could fail when all wheels have a high value of the slip or skid velocity, especially when all wheelsets has a high value of the slip velocity simultaneously. The electric multiple unit could have some non-driven wheelsets, and its velocity could be used for the train velocity calculation when the train is in traction; but, during braking all wheelsets are braked, and this solution does not work. The train velocity estimation is based only on locomotive measurement devices. The estimation could be improved by proper software algorithms. There are described many systems for an automotive industry that could be used for a train too in the literature. These algorithms include an adaptive filter [5] or on fuzzy logic connected with some filtration type or estimation method. For this purpose, the connection of the fuzzy logic and a Kalman filter [6] , [7] is typically used. In some cases, the incremental encoder could be replaced by estimated velocity by sensorless vector control [8] . However, it is still measured the wheel circumference velocity in principle. Another way is to use the Doppler radars [9] , [10] but this solution requires installation of additional radars on the vehicle. The third way is to use a GPS. The GPS can have outages in some areas and use of the GPS has to be connected with sensors fusions because the GPS could not be able to provide sufficient accuracy [11] .
Principle of the method
The basic block diagram of proposed method is shown in Fig. 2 . The block diagram contains four main parts that are minimal or maximal wheelsets velocity calculation, acceleration and jerk calculation, a fuzzy logic as adaptive algorithm and an adaptive filter.
The purpose of this method is to estimate the train longitudinal velocity v L from the wheelsets velocity. The method uses measured wheelset velocity from all available wheelsets that are marked v C1 to v C4 . From the velocity values, the minimal velocity is calculated when the wheelsets are driven and the maximal one when the wheelsets are braked. The maximal or minimal function is set according to the value of required traction effort F . The maximal or minimal velocity is marked as calculated wheelset circumference velocity v C . The wheelset circumference velocity value is not the same as the train velocity due to the slip velocity or skid velocity. The calculated wheelset circumference velocity is led to the adaptive filter. The adaptive filter has adjustment parameter R G . The parameter should correspond to the train acceleration to ensure the proper filter work. Therefore, the parameter is tuned by an adaptive algorithm that is based on fuzzy logic. The fuzzy logic inputs are the wheelset acceleration a c and the wheelset jerk J C . The values of calculated acceleration and jerk contain high noise level. The noise represents the actual state of the system that is caused eg by the train acceleration, track slope going through a switch or by some unevenness on track. When a non-adaptive filter is used, the acceleration has to be filtered to remove the noise.
The acceleration and jerk are calculated from wheel velocity. However, the actual velocity depends on the wheels diameter. The diameter is not constant, and its value decreases during the train operation over a long time period. The locomotive computer calculates typically the wheelset velocity for the maximum wheel diameter. Therefore, the measured velocity proportionally increases with decreasing diameter. The velocity could be correctly calculated when the wheel diameter is correctly set that needs periodic readjustment [12] the wheel diameter in the locomotive computer. Therefore, the train velocity could not be calculated as an actual train velocity by this method, and its value depends on the wheel diameter too. For some purpose, the actual value of the train velocity is not required, but relative velocity to the wheel velocity is sufficient. An example of the slip controllers that needs to know the train velocity but not actual velocity are based on a disturbance observers [13] , [14] because when the diameter is changed the both velocities also change, with the same ratio.
There are two types of errors that can occur in the system. The first error type is included in the measured wheel velocity. The velocity measurement method causes the errors. The adaptive filter takes into account the errors. The second error types cannot be distinguished from the wheel velocity. The main error in this group is a wheel diameter error. These error types are covered in Error input in Fig. 2. 
Adaptive filter
The train velocity could be calculated from the equation of motion
Where v T is the train velocity, F is the locomotive tractive effort and F L is load force that is created by load forces and M is a train mass.
The load forces are variable in time and position, and it is difficult to determine them. Some methods enable the load forces estimation. The methods are based on state observers [15] , and the methods require precise system model and its parameters. The actual train velocity could be calculated when a ratio of forces and mass is replaced by a general acceleration in the (2). The problem is in the acceleration changes. If the acceleration is calculated from the wheelset acceleration, the calculated train velocity is not the actual train velocity but it is the wheelset velocity and does not correspond to the train velocity due to the slip or skid velocity. If the acceleration value is properly tuned the train velocity could be calculated. The task could be solved by a nonlinear adaptive filter. The used filter uses only a minimum or a maximum of measured wheelset velocity for estimation and one adjustment parameter [5] , [16] . The adjustment parameter is based on wheelset acceleration, and its value is tuned by the fuzzy logic. The filter is described as
where v L is an estimated train longitudinal velocity, v C is the calculated wheelset circumference velocity, R G is an adjustment parameter of filter sensitivity, and d is saturation function parameter. The saturation function determines the sign of acceleration and enables the transition from one sign state to the second state smoothly. The saturation function could be replaced by a sign function. However, the sign and hysteresis function do not enable the smooth transition from one state to the second one. The sign function can cause the filter numerical oscillations [5] . The saturation function is defined as
When the filter is not properly set it causes that the vehicle velocity v L will converge to the wheel circumference velocity v C in steady state. This feature could cause some inaccuracy because the vehicle velocity is different by slip or skid velocity from longitudinal wheel velocity when the wheels transmit a force to a rail. The value of R G limits train velocity change rate, and the value has to correspond to the actual train acceleration. However, the value of acceleration can significantly change for a loaded train and an empty train as well as a freight train and passenger train. The proper filter function depends on the value of the filter adjustment parameter, and it is appropriate to change the value according to immediate conditions.
Fuzzy logic
The fuzzy logic is used for tuning the adaptive filter adjustment parameter of filter sensitivity R G . A non-tuned variant of the adaptive filter has the adjustment parameter with a constant value. For the train longitudinal velocity estimation, the parameter cannot be constant due to the slip velocity that can have high change rate due to the slip phenomenon. In [5] , there is proposed method that can set the parameter R G according to really calculated wheel acceleration. However, the parameter R G is set when the estimated train velocity has the same value as wheel circumference velocity. The designed fuzzy logic enables to change the parameter R G in every calculation step to achieve a match between estimated velocity and actual velocity. The fuzzy logic inputs are the calculated wheel acceleration and the wheel jerk. The fuzzy logic output is a weighting coefficient R F . The R G parameter is calculated as
where a wheel is the wheelset acceleration. The input membership function of the wheel acceleration is shown in Fig. 3 and the membership function of the wheel jerk is shown in Fig. 4 . The used Fuzzy Interference System (FIS) is of the Sugeno type. Therefore, the output membership function contains only singletons. The output membership function is shown in Fig. 5 .
When the acceleration and jerk have zero value or value near the zero, the output value of this coefficient has to be R F = 1 . When the acceleration and the jerk have a small value, which is different from zero. The output value decreases due to fuzzy logic rules. In the case, it is required the output value to be R F = 1 . Therefore, the Very High value on output membership function has value 1.1.
When the slip velocity is low and when the velocity changes slowly, as it is typical for the freight trains, the fuzzy logic can work with the acceleration value to estimate the parameter R G . The high value of the slip velocity is characterised by the high value of the acceleration. The jerk is calculated as the derivation of the wheel acceleration. Therefore, the jerk does not contain information about the acceleration trends and provides the information about acceleration change rate only. This information enables to determine the beginning of the slip increase. The jerk moreover can detect any change of acceleration and therefore, it can detect any acceleration change faster than detection based on acceleration only.
The fuzzy rules are summarised in Fig. 6 . The fuzzy logic output value is Very High for small or zero acceleration and jerk, and the output value decreases with increasing of the acceleration and jerk values. The fuzzy logic surface is shown in Fig. 7 . 
Input data
The simulations are based on measured data that was gained on a freight train. During the measurement were measured wheelsets velocities, tractive effort and a train velocity. Every of these values were calculated by train computer. The train velocity is calculated as minimum velocity from all wheelsets, and the velocity is filtered. Train velocity and the position were measured by GPS. The basic train parameters are shown in Table 1 . The data were measured on the freight train on track with high slope track. Therefore, the high values of slip velocity occur during the measurement. The measured velocities of all wheelsets are shown in Fig. 8 . There is also shown a part of measured data with multiple high values of the slip velocity caused by poor adhesion conditions and train mass during the train went to uphill. The high value of the slip velocity occurs on every wheelset, and the maximal value of the slip velocity was higher than 10 km/h. Every of the slip peak limitation required the re-adhesion controller act that abruptly decreased locomotive tractive effort applied on the wheelset.
In Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 , there are shown calculated acceleration and jerk. Figure 9 and Fig. 10 correspond to Fig. 8 in the time period. The data shows part of the track where the locomotive hauls. The values are calculated from minimum velocity that is calculated from all wheelsets velocities. The high values of acceleration and jerk are related to the high value of slip velocities. That is associated with high wheel acceleration, and the high value of the slip velocity is connected with low damping of the dynamic motions.
In Fig. 10 , there is shown the importance of using jerk for fuzzy logic input. Acceleration values are more consistent in parts where the high values of the slip velocity do not occur as it is shown in Fig. 9 Therefore, it is difficult to determine between the low acceleration that corresponds to the train acceleration and the wheels acceleration. In Fig. 10 the signal is less consistent, and it is possible to determine the type of acceleration easier.
Results
There is shown the weighted coefficient output value in Fig. 11 . It is clear that the limitation mainly occurs when the velocity has the high value of the slip, and the acceleration and jerk are the highest.
In Fig. 12 , there is shown the calculated R G weighting coefficient. The coefficient is calculated according to (5) . The value corresponds to the train acceleration, and it is derived from the wheel acceleration and jerk. Comparing Fig. 12 with Fig. 9 , it is clear that the calculated train acceleration is significantly limited. The limitation is done only by the fuzzy logic with no filter therefore without any additional time delay.
In Fig. 13 , there is shown the train velocity calculated by the adaptive filter and the velocity is compared with velocity measured by GPS and measured wheelset velocity. The calculated train velocity is close to the GPS velocity that could be considered as the train velocity. The measurement was done on the locomotive with worn wheels. Therefore, the measured wheelset velocity is higher than its actual velocity. Therefore, the calculated train velocity by the adaptive filter should be higher than GPS velocity. The velocities are the same because the adaptive filter was tuned on the calculated velocity fit with GPS velocity for presentation purpose. The Fig. 13 shows that the wheel velocity is changed abruptly while the train velocity changes slowly. There are shown some differences between the filter output and the GPS. The main difference is shown when the high values of the slip velocity occur. In this case, the filter output could be more rippled because the filter input data are rippled too.
The difference between the train velocity calculated by the adaptive filter and the GPS velocity shows Fig. 14 . The slip velocity calculated by using a GPS velocity and the slip velocity calculated by the adaptive filter also shows Fig. 14. There is a slight difference between the velocities. The maximal difference is up to 0.30 m/s that represents 2% from the actual velocity. This accuracy can be considered as sufficient considering a GPS error.
Another example of filtered data shows Fig. 15 . The figure shows locomotive hauling with a high value of the slip velocity and after time 190 seconds a locomotive run without tractive effort. The estimation is similar to the Fig. 13 . In part without traction is the estimation close to velocity measured by the GPS. Corresponding slip velocity shows Fig. 16 . The maximal difference is the same as in previous the example.
Conclusion
There is described there the adaptive filter that is tuned by the fuzzy logic in the paper. The fundamental principle of train velocity estimation is introduced. The difference between wheel circumference velocity and its longitudinal velocity is the main problem with estimating of the train velocity. The proposed train velocity estimation method is based on the adaptive filter. Its input is the minimum velocity of all driven wheelsets or the maximum velocity for braked wheelsets. The filter is tuned by the fuzzy logic. The wheelset acceleration and jerk are the fuzzy logic inputs. The fuzzy logic calculates the value of the weighted coefficient. From the coefficient is calculated value of the adjustment parameter of filter sensitivity R G . The simulation results show that the filter output is close to the velocity measured by the GPS that could be considered as the train velocity. The input data were measured on the locomotive that hauls a freight train.
